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BACKGROUND
• Up to 84% of children with ASD experience clinically significant anxiety
• Negative impacts on academic achievement, employment outcomes, and
physical and mental health (White et al. 2009)
• Very few evidence-based interventions exist for anxiety in ASD
• Biological, physiological, and emotional factors underlying anxiety in ASD are
largely unknown
• Emotion regulation (ER) difficulties and atypical physiological arousal are two
suggested factors (White et al. 2014)

OBJECTIVE
• To examine the role of ASD symptoms, emotion regulation, and physiological
arousal in anxiety.
• To investigate two potential models explaining the relationships between
these factors.
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FIGURE 2: White et al’s proposed model explaining
how physiological arousal and emotion regulation relate
to anxiety symptoms. Annotated with effect sizes and pvalues. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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• Both models displayed good fit indices.
• ASD symptoms mediated the association between RSA
reactivity and emotion dysregulation (Figure 1).
• Emotion dysregulation associated with anxiety symptoms
(Figure 1 and 2).
• RSA reactivity did not mediate the association between
ASD symptoms and emotion dysregulation (Figure 2).

CONCLUSIONS
Physiological arousal:
Respiratory Sinus
Arrhythmia (RSA)

ASD symptoms: Social
Communication
Questionnaire (SCQ) - total

Emotion regulation: Emotion
Dysregulation Inventory (EDI)
– reactivity full total

Anxiety symptoms: Screen for
Child Anxiety Related Disorders
(SCARED) – anxiety total

• Participants’ RSA was recorded during resting state (movie-watching) and video
gameplay.
• For short intervals, the controls were inverted/unresponsive to elicit frustration
(negative modulation).
• RSA is an index of parasympathetic activity
• RSA reactivity calculated as: modulated gameplay RSA – resting state RSA
• The SCQ, a 40-item parent-report questionnaire, was used to characterize ASD
symptoms (Rutter et al. 2003).
• ER was indexed by the EDI, a 30-item parent-report questionnaire with acceptable
psychometric properties in samples of children with ASD (Samson et al. 2014).
• The SCARED is a 41-item parent-report questionnaire validated in samples of
children with ASD (Stern et al. 2014).
• Structural equation modelling were used to test the relational models.
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• Less parasympathetic withdrawal during frustrating
gameplay associated with greater ASD symptoms (Figure 1).
• Greater ASD symptoms associated with greater emotion
regulation difficulties (Figure 1).
• These relationships mediated the association between
parasympathetic reactivity and emotion regulation
difficulties (Figure 1).
• Greater emotion regulation difficulties associated with
greater anxiety symptoms (Figure 1 and 2).

5.9±6.45
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